Abstract-This paper presents a new method to determine the susceptances of a reduced transmission network representation by using nonlinear optimization. We use Power Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDFs) to convert the original grid into a reduced version, from which we determine the susceptances. From our case studies we find that considering a reduced injectionindependent evaluated PTDF matrix is the best approximation and is by far better than an injection-dependent evaluated PTDF matrix over a given set of arbitrarily-chosen power injection scenarios. We also compare our nonlinear approach with existing methods from literature in terms of the approximation error and computation time. On average, we find that our approach reduces the mean error of the power flow deviations between the original power system and its reduced version, while achieving higher but reasonable computation times.
I. INTRODUCTION
Network reduction has become important for power system planning and operation, since a reduced version of a large network is required to cope with the computational burden in optimal planning and unit commitment (UC) applications. Although some methods make use of decomposition methods, optimal network expansion planning [1] , joint optimal generation and network expansion planning [2] , [3] , [4] studies or UC problems [5] usually incorporate fairly small networks. Even decomposing the problem structure and running the problems on high performance computing clusters require a reduced version of the original network [6] . This is due to the fact that such optimization problems are inter-temporal coupled in the form of multi-period optimal power flow (OPF) problems. Their computational complexity depends at least polynomially on the size of the network, the number of generators, and the time horizon [7] , [8] . Moreover, network reduction methods could also be applied in flow-based power market clearing schemes [9] to reduce the amount of critical branches in the original network topology or to find a concentrated network representation with respect to the bidding zones.
The first corner stone in network reduction was lain by Ward [10] with the introduction of circuit equivalents. Followingup works [11] , [12] still preserve the circuit equivalents with more enhanced adaptive equivalencing techniques. These approaches consider a partitioning of internal, external, and boundary bus groups. While the internal system remains unchanged, the external and boundary buses are transformed to represent the electrical system. However, this might lead to ill-suited systems when one wants to retain the system e.g. with respect to geographical representation.
The works [13] , [14] , [15] improve this drawback by projecting the reduced Power Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF) matrix on the full original PTDF under a zonal bus assignment. It is noteworthy, that this conversion is a lossy approximation. While the reduced PTDF matrix of [15] depends on the operational setpoint, i.e. the PTDF matrix is power injection-dependent, the author in [14] derived a reduced PTDF matrix which is injection-independent. Since all presented applications vary generation and load setpoints, they require to be independent from the power injection point.
Reduced power system representations relying only on PTDFs induce still a high computational complexity to multiperiod OPF problems, since the PTDF matrix is dense. To allow for tractable multi-period problems it is crucial to have sparse network models. This property is fulfilled by the nodal admittance matrix containing the susceptances of the transmission network. The authors of [14] , [15] determine these quantities based on the reduced PTDF via an Eigenvalue decomposition or a linear least-squares fitting problem introducing additional power flow errors between the original and reduced power flow solution.
In sum, this means that there is a clear need for sparse and injection-independent equivalents that introduce low power flow errors between the original and the reduced system. Hence, the objective of this paper is to develop a new method that reduces this error and to compare this approach with existing methods from literature.
The contribution of this paper is the development of a new method that is based on nonlinear optimization to determine the susceptances of the reduced PTDF matrix. We compare our method with existing methods over a range of different power injection scenarios and differently-sized grids in terms of the power flow error and computation time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews existing PTDF-based network reduction methods and describes our new susceptance determination method. Section III presents two case studies comparing the power flow approximation errors and computation times illustratively for the IEEE14 grid and differently-sized grids. Section IV draws the conclusion. II. METHOD In this section we first review and compare existing PTDFbased network reduction techniques and derive the reduced PTDF matrices in a common framework. Second, we present our new method to determine the susceptances. In general, finding a sparse reduced network formulation comprises a two stage process and a following validation process (see Fig. 1 ). The first stage calculates the reduced PTDF H x red based on the full PTDF H f from the original system. Considering a full network with n b buses and n l branches, the full PTDF matrix H f ∈ R n l ×n b −1 maps the bus injections p inj ∈ R n b −1×1 to the line flows p f ∈ R n l ×1 as follows
where B br ∈ R n l ×n b −1 is the slack bus adjusted branch susceptance matrix and B bus ∈ R n b −1×n b −1 is the slack bus adjusted nodal susceptance matrix. The entries corresponding to the slack bus are deleted, in order to avoid that the matrix inverse gets singular, since the full version of B bus ∈ R n b ×n b is rank-deficient.
The second stage determines the virtual susceptances b x ∈ R n r l ×1 from the reduced PTDF or using the physical information of the grid structure. The variable n r l specifies the number of the zonal interconnections.
The third stage is needed to validate the network reduction results. We use here the fact that the reduced PTDF can be alternatively determined by using the susceptance information. E.g. the PTDF matrix of the full system is given by
where C f ∈ Z n l ×n b −1 is the node-branch incidence matrix and b ∈ R n l ×1 are the susceptances of the original system. We further detail the corresponding stages in the following subsections.
A. Calculation of reduced PTDF
To find the susceptances of the reduced network, we first need to calculate the reduced PTDF of the original network. Here, we compare and review two versions from literature [14] , [15] that are expressed and derived in our notation framework. The reduced network is defined by a set of zones. Each zone specifies a set of original buses belonging to the individual zone. This can be achieved by constructing the bus to zone incidence matrix T bz ∈ Z nz−1×n b −1 , where n z defines the number of zones. The interzonal powerflows p red f ∈ R n r l ×1 can be expressed as
where the reduced PTDF matrix H red ∈ R n r l ×nz−1 is also slack-bus adjusted.
Under the zonal assignment T bz we can also calculate the inter-zonal power flows by
where T f ∈ Z n r l ×n l is the original branch to zonal interconnection matrix, which sums up the original corresponding power flows to the zonal power flows.
1) Injection-independent PTDF: By equating (4) and (3), canceling p inj , and minimizing for H red , it follows that
This is the result of [14] , but written in a more compact form.
Note that H ind red is injection-independent due to the cancelation of p inj .
2) Injection-dependent PTDF: If we diagonalize p inj , multiply (4) and (3) with T T bz , and equating (4) and (3), we can write
Obtaining the injection-dependent reduced PTDF H dep red in a Least Squares sense, can be done by applying
, (7) which is the identical result from [15] .
B. Determination of Susceptances
Once the reduced PTDF is calculated, we can use this result to determine the susceptances. Four methods will be discussed in this paper:
1) Physical B Approximation: This method uses only the physical information of the grid structure. By applying
we can map the physical original susceptances b to the zonal interconnections b phys . The matrix C phys ∈ R n l ×n r l sums up the corresponding original branch susceptances that belong to the interconnected zones. It is noteworthy that this method cannot capture any intrazonal impacts on the interzonal power flows. This aspect translates to higher approximation errors on interzonal power flows.
2) Least Squares Fitting: For comparison reasons, we review the method from [15] . It is based on a Least Squares (LS) fitting problem that minimizes the Euclidean distance of
where
The vector b shi specifies the virtual susceptances of the interzonal connections, the matrix C ∈ Z n r l ×nz−1 = [c 1 , . . . , c nz−1 ] is the node-branch incidence matrix of the reduced network and I is the Identity. Since any constant applied to b shi solves the equation Θb shi = 0 and therefore induces multiple solutions, we fix the solution that has a physical meaning. In this way, we select the strongest physical interconnection by b m = max(b phys ) and introduce the column vector a T ∈ Z 1×n r l , in which a m = 1 and the remaining elements are set to zero.
3) Eigenvalue Decomposition: As described in [14] it is also possible to determine the susceptances by using an Eigenvalue decomposition. We can define the following decomposition
where V are the Eigenvectors with respect to the diagonal Eigenvalue matrix Λ. The unity eigenvectors E of V are appended to V . After performing following QR decomposition
the matrix Q 2 is used to construct the following matrix
With the following LS estimation
we obtain the interzonal susceptances b oh . Apart from the Eigenvalue decomposition the difference between the aforementioned method is that the 2-norm of b oh is set to a small positive number M as a lower bound in the optimization problem.
4) Nonlinear Optimization:
The methods in Sections II-B2 -II-B3 rearrange the B approximation problem into a linear system of equations. The corresponding overdetermined linear systems are then solved for the susceptances by LS fitting in a vector norm. Instead of using a vector norm, the main idea here is to formulate an optimization problem in a more direct approach minimizing a matrix norm metric to achieve a better performance. Consider that (2) does also hold for the reduced network:
where C is the node-branch incidence matrix and captures the topology of the reduced network. For the optimization it is fixed and is defined a-priori by the zonal assignment. We already have an expression for H red by applying (5) or (7), such that we only need to find an optimal susceptance vector b opt that leads to the best approximation of H red by using (15) . This is identical to the following optimization problem that determines the optimal susceptances b opt in the reduced network by minimizing the Frobenius matrix norm:
Note that problem (16) is nonlinear, since b opt is part of an inverse matrix. The difference to the aforementioned methods is that we enforce a physical meaningful solution by incorporating a and b m from Section II-B2 as a hard constraint with (16a). This is advantageous because this approach does not influence the objective and therefore avoid a suboptimal solution that could be retrieved by the method from Section II-B2.
III. RESULTS
This section presents a comparison of the introduced network reduction methods. We compare the power flow errors that occur in both calculation stages (see Fig 1) . This includes the reduced PTDF matrices from the first stage and the B approximation methods from the second stage. The results are structured into two parts. For the sake of comprehensiveness the first part gives illustratively detailed results on the reduced PTDF matrices and susceptances for the IEEE14-bus system. The second part is primarily concerned with comparing the power flow errors and computation time for the considered methods in dependence of differently-sized grids.
A. Error Metric
For comparison reasons, we need to define an error metric that can be used for the case studies. We specify the Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) as
which can be regarded as the average relative power flow deviation per line between the original aggregated flows and the reduced flows. The function 'RMSE' is the root mean square error.
B. Implementation
All methods are implemented in MATLAB on a Computer with an Intel Core i7-6600U processor. The function fmincon solves the nonlinear problem (16) at the initial point b phys . We compute the power flow errors for the different approaches according to (17). We run this error analysis over a given set of different power injection scenarios (n = 3000) from which we obtain a power flow NRMSE distribution. From this distribution we calculate the mean value NRMSE. The power injection samples are drawn from a normal distribution. Fig. 2 . Division of the IEEE14-bus system into four zones for the first case study. 
C. IEEE14-Bus System
As depicted in Fig. 2 , we divide the IEEE14 grid into 4 zones. The nodal injections are set according to Table I .
From the test grid in Fig. 2 we construct the following mapping matrices in the index space of the original branches labeled column-wise and the interzonal connections labeled row-wise for 
1) Reduced PTDF Comparison: Now, with the aforementioned defined matrices, we calculate the reduced PTDF matrices according to (7) and (5) for the injection-dependent and the injection-independent approaches that are determined in the first stage from Fig. 1 . The results are listed in Table II . Next, we compare the interzonal power flows by applying (3) between different reduced PTDF approximations for the fixed power injection listed in Table I . We also calculate the power flow errors using (17) for the different approximations. Figure 3a shows the results. From this it can be observed that the injection-dependent PTDF ('dark red bars') achieves the best approximation indicating with the lowest power flow error (3.8%), while the injection-independent ('blue bars') perform worse.
If we run the same analysis over a set of different power injection scenarios (n = 3000), we obtain a power flow NRMSE distribution as shown in Fig. 3b . As a result by comparing the NRMSE, we find that in this case the injection-independent version performs here by nearly a factor of 2 better than the injection-dependent version. This can be explained that the calculation of the injection-independent PTDF minimizes the average over all possible injections resulting in a lower error, while at the same time having potentially higher errors for a fixed power injection scenario.
2) Susceptance Comparison: In the second stage, we calculate the susceptances and perform a power flow error analysis for the susceptance (B) approximation methods presented in Section II-B. As specified in [15] we consider the injectiondependent PTDF matrix for the b shi determination, while we use the injection-independent version for the nonlinear optimization-based b opt and b oh determination. The results are given in Table III . The values of b oh differ significantly from the other methods. This can be explained that this method does not enforce a physical meaningful solution. However, since any constant applied to the solution does not affect the reduced PTDF matrix, a meaningful solution can be retrieved a posteriori. Note that it might occur that some susceptances could take negative values that would correspond to capacitive line reactances. For uniform solutions we adjust capacitive to inductive line reactances by changing them to positive values. Apart from the voltage angle differences the DC power flow solution remains unchanged under this adjustment in this case.
If we run a power flow error analysis for the fixed power injection (Fig. 4a) , we find that the B approximation from [15] incurs the highest error (36%) and the B approximation from [14] achieves the lowest error (9.9%). However, this picture changes when we look over a given set of power injection scenarios (Fig. 4b) . The physical-based B approximation method is the worst (57%), while the B approximation method based on nonlinear optimization ('purple bars') achieves the best result with 31% power flow error. This is only 1% point more than compared to the injection-independent PTDF. In general, the errors of the B approximation methods are higher than for the injection-independent PTDF method, since an additional error is generated by the second stage of the network reduction process (see Fig. 1 ).
D. Different Grid Cases
The findings of the previous Section III-C refer to one grid, which might not be representative. To generalize our statements, we consolidate our findings for a larger set of differently-sized grids. We use grids that are bundled in the MATPOWER framework [16] and are already divided into zones. The power flow errors are also dependent on how the zones are composed. Optimal divisions can be obtained by using k-means clustering [15] . However, we do not consider an optimal clustering here, since for several applications the network division can be either geographically or politically fixed. In Table IV the different grids are characterized by their name, buses, and branches. The averaged power flow errors are calculated based on a set of scenario (n=3000) simulations and are also listed for the different suggested approaches and grids. 1) Power Flow Approximation Errors: From the average power flow errors in Table IV we can conclude that taking the injection-independent PTDF is in average better than using the injection-dependent PTDF (error improvement by 68%). Overall, one can say that the best approximation is obtained by the injection-independent PTDF approximation (mean error 32%). Moreover, our suggested nonlinear optimal B approximation method outperforms all other B approximation methods by 11% at minimum. Note that we take out the wp2746 results in the average calculation, since the bus reduction ratio is too high to represent a reasonable compact system. Also we can observe that the additional error that is imposed by the second stage in the network reduction process amounts to at least 6% if we apply the nonlinear optimal B approximation method.
From the results in Table IV we could also identify the power flow error as a function of the bus reduction ratio. This is important when we want to find a trade-off between the dimension of the reduced network and the powerflow error. We rearrange our results as a function of the bus reduction ratio that is defined as
and show them in the Figures 5 and 6 . The high fluctuations of the NRMSEs indicate that the zonal division has a great impact on the power flow errors. This means that these results should be interpreted as an upper bound for the power flow errors. The relative power flow error at bus reduction ratios above 100 already constitutes 100%. This means that a faithful conversion cannot be given above this ratio.
2) Computation Time: Lastly, we provide a comparison on the computation times for the different B approximation approaches that take a reduced PTDF as input. It should be mentioned that the calculation time for the first stage is much longer than for the second one, since the time for evaluating the full PTDF H f with (1) or (2) is the dominating factor. However, there are still time differences in the second stage that are present for the different B approximation approaches. Its computation time depends on the number of the interzonal connections, because the dimensions of the matrices to determine the susceptances as presented in Section II-B contain the number of the zonal interconnections. Figure 7 shows the trade-off between the averaged computation time of the presented B approximation methods and their averaged power flow errors. It can be observed that the computation time of our nonlinear optimization based B approximation method takes longer than for the other presented methods, but at the same time it achieves the lowest power flow error. 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper several methods are presented to obtain a reduced representation of a power transmission network. One way to convert the original system into a smaller network is to project the reduced PTDF matrix on the original one. We present two methods from literature to obtain the reduced PTDF matrix. Although an injection-dependent PTDF matrix achieves lower approximation errors for a fixed power injection scenario, we could find that under a given set of arbitrarily defined power injection scenarios an injectiondependent reduced PTDF matrix introduces on average higher power flow errors as compared to an injection-independent version. We found an upper bound for the bus reduction ratio, at which a faithful network conversion cannot be given any longer.
To get a sparse representation of the network the susceptances of the reduced network have to be determined. This second stage imposes an additional power flow error. We propose a nonlinear optimization-based susceptance approximation method and compare our developed method with two methods from literature. We showed that our method reduces the power flow error as compared to those from literature and has a comparable power flow error as the injectionindependent reduced PTDF matrix from the first stage. It can be anticipated that the higher computation time of our method is reasonable and not critical for the considered applications.
